The Air Force and Diversity

The Awkward Embrace

Col Suzanne M. Streeter, USAF

*We don't just celebrate diversity. . . . We embrace it!*

—Gen Mark A. Welsh

Chief of Staff, US Air Force

The Air Force is pursuing diversity as a mission imperative, recognizing that individuals who think alike might not resolve future complex problem sets. These challenges range from unrav-
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eling an intelligence problem at the tactical level, through developing a campaign plan against a near-peer competitor at the operational level, to creating policies at the strategic level. Recent efforts have attempted to integrate diversity measures into Air Force culture, including Air Force instructions to codify “diversity [as] a military necessity.” Most Airmen, however, are more likely to view “diversity” as another top-down initiative accompanied by computer-based training, checklists, and rules-based compliance rather than recognizing it as a game changer for the Air Force. Even those who discern that diversity is important for the mission are often unable to articulate why this is so. The few who realize its importance or recognize groupthink in their inner circle often do so late in their careers.2

Discordance exists between Air Force intentions vis-à-vis diversity and any effective programs and policies to retain and develop a diverse cadre of senior leadership. Issues lie ahead for the service, from retaining key demographic populations to inculcating diversity’s importance to mission success. This article addresses such a key demographic—active duty women officers—as an exemplar of the Air Force’s retention challenges with diverse groups. Nevertheless, the data reflects that many of the conclusions are equally valid or comparable for other minority groups. Even though the service has initiated formal diversity efforts, recommended policy and development programs may help develop and retain competent officers across the board. Ultimately, building a diverse Air Force leadership team—including retention of its female officers—must be a persistent leadership effort.

The Air Force’s Diversity Challenge

Groupthink is the worst thing you can have when you have a problem. . . . If there are all male Caucasians sitting around the table, you have groupthink.

—Gen Philip M. Breedlove, USAF
The Air Force proudly touts its diversity numbers, including the fact that 18.9 percent of the overall active duty force consists of women and that about 27 percent of its members derive from minority populations. However, its long-term retention of minorities remains problematic; retaining female junior officers is emblematic of this systemic issue (see figs. 1–4). As of 2008, the Air Force's retention rate for women officers was about 50 percent around the seven-year mark, whereas the men met this milestone at about the 12-year mark; after 12 years of service, women's attrition rate was 70 percent (fig. 1). Male officers do not reach this level of attrition until the 21-year mark. Female line-officer O-6s are conspicuously small in number (figs. 2 and 3) (line officers are the backbone of the Air Force's cadre of senior leadership as group and wing commanders, center directors, and general officers). The numbers are not that much better when combined with the non-line-officers (fig. 4). Finally, as of 2008, 85 percent of all general officers were white males (fig. 2). These diversity imbalances in terms of gender and minorities at the senior leadership level have implications for the Air Force's long-term operational and overarching organizational success, as discussed later.
### Figure 2. Gender and minority status distribution versus 85 percent of Air Force general officers as non-Hispanic white men.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Men in Category</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic White Men</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>14.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Men/Declined to Respond</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>13.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Women in Category</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic White Women</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>14.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Women/Declined to Respond</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>13.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Line officers by gender (November 2012). (From the author’s compilation of data from the AFPC IDEAS application, November 2012, end-of-month data extracted 11 December 2012.)

Figure 4. Percentage of the entire officer population (line/nonline) by rank and gender (September 2011 data). (Adapted from “The Air Force in Facts and Figures: 2012 Almanac,” Air Force Magazine 95, no. 5 [May 2012]: 40, http://www.airforce-magazine.com/MagazineArchive/Magazine%20Documents/2012/May%202012/0512facts_figs.pdf.)
Diversity: Meaning and Importance

The Air Force has designated diversity as an institutional competency; in other words, it is “expected of all Airmen, throughout their careers, and will be . . . needed to operate successfully in the constantly changing environment in which they function.” This particular institutional competency is defined as “a composite of . . . personal life experiences, geographic background, socioeconomic background, cultural knowledge, educational background, work background, language abilities, physical abilities, philosophical/spiritual perspectives, age, race, ethnicity, and gender.” In July 2012, the Air Force acknowledged that “diversity is a leadership issue” and that leaders should develop “Airmen with different backgrounds and perspectives so [that] they continue to grow and thrive in the Air Force” because diversity “enhances mission readiness and is a national security imperative.” In July 2011, Gen Norton Schwartz, former chief of staff of the Air Force, asserted that “diversity should not be an end unto itself, but rather one of the means toward our broader desired state of enhanced effectiveness as an Air Force.” In spite of these strategic words, the service has not presented a clear case for how diversity improves mission readiness and national security, nor has it addressed how those at the operational and tactical levels should leverage diversity to enhance their mission success. Diversity is important to mission readiness and national security in terms of demographically representative leadership, enhanced civil-military relations with a diverse civil society, and the leveraging of diversity as a demographic mission necessity.

Representative Leadership

The Military Leadership Diversity Commission found that “officers were generally less demographically diverse than both the enlisted troops they led and the civilian population they served.” This situation could lead to “invisible privilege”—a condition in which a dominant group cannot comprehend those who do not fit the “norm” of that culture. A relatively homogeneous senior leadership cadre can
become prone to “blind spots” in their dealings with the diverse enlisted corps and relatively diverse junior officer corps—not fully understanding what will resonate with these populations. For example, current efforts to develop retention policies for women that emphasize monetary carrots do not necessarily reflect measures that will entice them to stay. In fact, in a 2002 survey, “only 4 percent of the women said pay and allowances were a critical factor in their decision to separate from the active duty Air Force”; other reasons honed in on family and leadership issues. The military is one of the few US workplaces where women receive the same compensation as their male counterparts for doing identical jobs. This equal-pay factor might not cross the minds of senior leaders who focus primarily on fiscally oriented retention efforts.

Civil-Military Relations
Relative homogeneity in the senior officer corps also has implications for civil-military relations with respect to political leadership and the broader civilian society. As former House Armed Services Committee chairman Ike Skelton (D-MO) warned, “Those who protect us are psychologically divorced from those who are being protected.” Throughout history, tension has existed between military and civilian leadership. Increasing divergence in the attitudes of the Air Force and political leadership is foreseeable if the service’s senior leadership cadre stays mostly homogeneous (given the continuation of a reduced presence of lawmakers who are military veterans). This trend has ramifications not only for garnering support for Air Force program requirements within Congress but also for resonating with the general public when the Air Force articulates its raison d’être.

Diversity and Military Necessity
Diverse teams are better than homogeneous ones at solving complex problem sets and thus can lead to mission success. Indeed, cognitive diversity—thinking differently—has enabled “diverse groups of prob-
lem solvers . . . [to have] consistently outperformed groups of the best and brightest." Several studies of the civilian workforce suggest that gender diversity at the senior levels helps companies during a recession. One 2012 report that studied 2,360 worldwide companies from 2005 to 2011 demonstrated that “large-cap stock” companies (those making $10 billion annually) with at least one woman on their boards “outperformed those without women board members by 26%.” It attributed this success to wide-ranging characteristics from “better mix of leadership skills” to “risk aversion,” especially in a volatile market.

The benefits or success of gender diversity can be undermined by institutional biases or poorly implemented diversity programs.

The military has no wide-range studies that examine whether diverse teams resolve complex problem sets better than nondiverse teams. However, by concentrating on one segment of diversity—gender—one could make the case that women are increasingly necessary to conduct military missions. For example, male military personnel could not interact with Afghan women without violating cultural taboos. Marine Corps female engagement teams and special forces cultural support teams established in response to this matter produced unexpected benefits and valuable intelligence, including expanded impact since women “have considerable influence on their husbands, children and their community as a whole.” Gen Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, recognized this fact in January 2013 when he pushed for the lifting of the women's combat ban, assessing that “ultimately, we’re acting to strengthen the joint force.”

Not only have women been increasingly integrated in operations downrange but also a need exists for them to fill positions since fewer young people are available to meet military requirements. Specifically, only 15 percent of the US “youth population . . . is [eligible and] available to serve in the military.”
Moving toward Leadership Diversity

In her book *The Loudest Duck*, Laura Liswood asserts that “we need to get beyond the bricks and mortar of diversity as we know it—the committees, the employee networks, and the trainings. . . . These are all necessary, but not sufficient.” She astutely observes that “diverse organizations require more sophisticated leadership . . . to reap the benefits of what true diversity can provide” and describes most corporations’ approach to diversity as one of “Noah’s Ark,” whereby accession is the principal means of measuring diversity’s success. However, there are often no effective programs to retain these minorities; even designed training can become counterproductive and the “unconscious handling of diversity can lead to diverse groups leaving.”

As demonstrated below, this is the case for the Air Force as well.

The Air Force has directed much of its effort on gaining diversity via accession. In the case of gender diversity, female officer accession rates have averaged 24 percent (fiscal years 1997–2011). However, the average percentage of females in the overall officer corps over the same time frame remained at 17.83 percent. Disparities between accession and overall officer corps percentages for other minorities also exist. Given these facts, the article examines the Air Force’s diversity efforts beyond accession, including three of the five priorities of the 2013 *United States Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap* that address the development and retention of a diverse force: “institutionalize diversity as necessary to mission success”; “develop a high-quality, talented and diverse total force (active duty, Guard, Reserve, and civilians)”; and “retain a high-quality, talented and diverse total force.” The planned actions to execute these goals have not gone far enough to ensure that Airmen understand how and why diversity is a critical part of solving complex problem sets.

The first priority is to “institutionalize diversity as necessary to mission success”—a multiyear and complex effort requiring persistent leadership efforts to communicate basic awareness (fig. 5). The next steps of influencing attitudes and changing beliefs—thereby evolving
Air Force culture—will call for even more dedicated attention and time. Efforts should include reviewing and changing policies to ensure the Air Force does not run “the risk of perpetuating the idea that organization members must always adjust to the organization, rather than the organization at non-mission-essential times adjusting to the diverse needs of its members.”

Figure 5. Desired effects of strategic communication. (Reprinted from USAF Public Affairs Center of Excellence, 2012.)

Current goals and actions mostly deal with Airmen feeling included instead of institutionalizing why and how diversity is necessary to mission success. These actions include creating the Air Force Diversity Committee, major command–level diversity focus groups, and Air Force–wide guidance via the latest Air Force Instruction (AFI) 36-7001, Diversity, 20 July 2012. Inclusion is important because “without an awareness of the cultural diversity of one’s organization and the needs of different cultural groups, it is difficult to achieve an inclusive culture where members feel like they belong and believe they can succeed” (and stay). Nevertheless, a backlash might emerge from the
dominant population if the Air Force overemphasizes inclusion rather than diversity's importance since “framing social inequalities only in the context of the disadvantaged outgroup encourages prejudicial attitudes by privileged group members.” Several examples of this kind of reaction within the Air Force fall under the realm of the Equal Opportunity (EO) Office. If diversity is to succeed, it must “complement, but remain separate and distinct from, Air Force Equal Opportunity compliance programs and activities,” as noted by AFI 36-7001. Most people regard the EO office as a resource to use when inclusion (or one might say, “tolerance”) fails; therefore, relating diversity to an office associated with social ills would inhibit its evolution into a value completely embraced by the Air Force.

Regarding the 2013 Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap's second priority of “develop[ing] a high-quality, talented and diverse total force (active duty, Guard, Reserve, and civilians),” that plan has the right view of assuring the infusion of diversity and inclusion into many avenues of training and education. As mentioned previously, diversity cannot be reduced to computer-based ancillary training that involves individuals quickly clicking through to obtain their annual certificate. Headquarters Air Force Global Diversity Division is researching ways to implement a new learning framework following the 70-20-10 model created by the Center for Creative Leadership and adapted by Princeton University. This model proposes that only 10 percent of students learn from “formal training,” that 70 percent learn “from real life and on-the-job experiences, tasks and problem solving,” and that about 20 percent learn “from feedback and from observing and working with role models.” Squadron Officer College’s Leadership Department is implementing a 70-20-10 approach via a leadership elective that leverages Second Life, an online avatar-based program that virtually immerses students in historical leadership situations, allowing them to better grasp leadership styles. Avatar-based scenarios like this one should be expanded to realistic diversity education and training insofar as no Air Force professional education offerings for officers have fully developed diversity education programs based on the 70-20-10 model.
The 2013 Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap advocates mentoring as a path to “effectively operate in a global environment.” The online mentoring program that the service has had since 2009 could be a significant complementary tool because it allows mentors to see their protégés' official personnel records but presupposes that mentors have access to the Air Force Portal and that protégés are comfortable asking a senior officer to serve as a mentor. A 2011 report by Women in International Security observes a “direct correlation between mentorship and professional advancement” but indicates that most government agencies “do not devote enough resources toward ensuring that existing programs are effective.” Instead, the Air Force could consider something like the OfficerWomen eMentor Program, which develops female officers and veterans. In this program, a female officer can seek out a specific mentor or join a forum to discuss such issues as dual-military couples, efficiently regaining flight qualifications after giving birth, lactation in the workplace, or general career advice. OfficerWomen eMentor has produced measurable results with a sister service. The Navy contracted with AcademyWomen, the program’s sponsor, for a three-year pilot eMentor program for all uniformed female Sailors (officers and enlisted). Eighty-two percent of survey participants who reached a retention decision while in the program elected to remain in uniform, and 67 percent of these retained members reported that program participation “positively impacted their decision” to stay in the service. This latter group represented 45 enlisted and 15 female officers in the program who elected to stay, translating to an estimated savings of $4.35 million to the Navy.

Informal mentoring is the more traditional route, whether at work or at events like the “Women in the Air Force” Symposium mentioned in the Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap of 2010. Low-cost mentoring opportunities include women-specific quarterly lunches or webinars with senior Air Force women leaders; webinars are already an avenue for certain development teams to convey data to their career fields, so the foundation is already in place. Finally, the Air Force could include training for senior officers who mentor junior officers of different
races and genders. This training would not only address various approaches for interacting with and developing different personalities, genders, orientations, and cultures but also examine concerns that “those in the dominant group often fear that they will have to be politically correct, avoid giving critical feedback . . . [and] accept compromised performance.”

Regarding the third relevant priority of “retain[ing] a high-quality, talented and diverse total force,” the service has taken concrete steps since the inaugural 2010 *Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap* to realize this goal. Nevertheless, efforts to “achieve an inclusive environment that provides the total force with the opportunity to realize their full potential” should extend beyond surveys and tracking of quantitative performance measures. It should also expand the Air Force culture to guarantee a well-rounded, mission-competent, diverse force, including a diverse senior leader cadre. The road map still contains too few measurable goals to indicate whether the Air Force is succeeding in this endeavor. Indeed, as Steven Samuels and Dena Samuels point out,

> Even with the best of intentions, it is common to make surface-level, often cosmetic, changes in the hope of alleviating the problem. . . . Since leaders do not believe there is any underlying problem in situations like these, they see no need to make any underlying changes. Thus, they may release public statements pointing to successes they have accomplished in these domains, add a statement about being an equal-opportunity employer in their recruitment advertisements, or put women and people of color into their training films.

The Air Force will stagnate in its diversity efforts without an in-depth review and overhaul of personnel policies and systems. Both the following recommendations and those mentioned above in the *Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap* indicate ways of making this document’s aspirations a reality: policy transformation and program development leading to a stronger force.
Recommendations

Change Policy

Previous policy recommendations to mitigate issues concerning the retention of female officers include home basing, sabbatical programs, and a more flexible continuum of service (see the table below).53 These recommendations, which remain valid, can be applied to a range of demographics, including men and women from the millennial generation, who tend to follow less linear career paths. However, the Air Force has not fully implemented these recommendations; they require action by the chief of staff of the Air Force and Congress. These programs would not only retain women but also promote key skill sets and cognitive diversity across the force.

Table. Reasons for leaving the Air Force (2002 data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons for Leaving the Air Force</th>
<th>% Critical/Significant Factor</th>
<th>% Not a Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start a family</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay home with children</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spend more time with family</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child care</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian jobs (more money)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian jobs (more fulfilling work)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian jobs (move ahead)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian jobs (better cultural climate)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic stability</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied with Air Force leadership</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first proposed solution instituted home basing as an option, defined as “assigning a military member to the same base or location for an extended period of time.” In August 2001, the Government Accounting Office pointed out that more time between moves led to more likelihood of retention across the board—60–64 percent for three-plus-year tours as opposed to 46 percent for two-to-three-year tours (the average was two-year tours). The Air Force slashed the number of moves in 2006 to conserve funds by keeping individuals on station for an average of four years (saving about $134 million annually). An unimplemented proposal included more extensive home basing for officers—up to eight to 10 years. This initiative allowed junior officers “to develop roots in a community and a support network,” minimizing the disruption of frequent moves. Today a viable option entails expanding the current policy regarding permanent change of station, which allows selected enlisted members to volunteer for hard-to-fill spots via the Voluntary Stabilized Base Assignment Program for five years at a time. For officers, a home-basing program is easier to implement in locations like Colorado Springs, San Antonio, or Washington, DC, because of the greater number of lateral and vertical openings. This initiative could retain individuals who otherwise would separate for reasons of geographic stability as well as reduce moving costs in this era of austerity. The AFPC would have to gauge the size of the program, but it could be lottery-based to keep the numbers at a manageable level and account for mission needs.

A second recommendation included a “non-punitive break in service option as a retention tool.” Earlier proposed, unimplemented solutions were a “one-year paid sabbatical” and a one-to-five-year unpaid break in service; each option would allow personnel to return as valued assets to the Air Force, saving training funds in the long run. The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of 2009 authorized each service to “carry out pilot programs under which officers and enlisted members of the regular components of the Armed Forces . . . may be inactivated from active duty in order to meet personal or professional needs and returned to active duty.” Congress authorized “20 officers
and 20 enlisted members of each Armed Force” per year, for a maximum of three years.62 In the 2012 NDAA, Congress extended the program to the end of calendar year 2015.63 However, the Navy has been the only Department of Defense service to take advantage of the Career Intermission Pilot Program, a once-in-a career initiative that includes full health care and a small stipend for participants.64 The Air Force should follow the Navy’s lead in establishing a career-intermission pilot program of its own. It is within the secretary of the Air Force’s power to establish this program; in the long run, it would not be overly expensive to implement. The Air Force could also examine the Coast Guard's temporary separation program, activated since fiscal year 2001.65 That service rededicated support to the program in September 2012 as a “retention tool” and an option for personnel making life-changing decisions.66 Although the Coast Guard falls under Title 14 and as such is not bound by NDAA restrictions, the Air Force could still benchmark from some practices. If well integrated, a break in service would not prove punitive to an individual’s career. There is no reason why a program participant should not attain senior officer status since his or her “outside” experience could inject even more cognitive diversity.67

A third recommendation includes increasing the “permeability of [the] active-reserve barrier.”68 This kind of policy change is needed more than ever. The Air Force designed the 3-1 Integration Plan to allow the three components of the Air Force to combine their personnel systems, thus allowing for a true continuum of service, but it was shelved for reasons unknown to the author.69 The fact that the Army initiated its continuum of service program in 2012, though, shows great promise. According to the Army Reserve 2012 Posture Statement, the goal is to “inspire Soldiers to a lifetime of military service, which includes seamless transitions between active and Reserve statuses.”70 If the plan unfolds as intended, a Soldier could take several paths, including a mix of reserve status and active-reserve.71 It behooves the Air Force to track the outcome of the Army program and reconsider the shelved 3-1 Integration Plan.
Develop a Diverse Force

The Air Force should create solid development programs to inculcate diversity as a force multiplier; pursuing surface-level diversity can be counterproductive. If women and minorities are put into key positions based solely on gender or their minority status rather than on training or competence, they may be more likely to fail and either create or reinforce negative perceptions. Furthermore, these individuals would not receive the critical feedback they need to grow as leaders. Action plans should be sensitive to these factors and prepare leaders to develop their entire officer corps's core competencies so that, when chosen, everyone can step up confidently to leadership positions.

Intervention to inculcate diversity into the Air Force culture should be implemented incrementally. One approach to the 2013 Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap's institutionalization priority involves linking diversity to mission effectiveness at every turn in the field. This reinforcement could be woven into opportunities found in mentoring, professional development sessions for officers, and wingman days. An initial focus, for example, would call for Airmen to uncover their own misperceptions or implicit biases about women officers (or minorities).72 Free surveys are available, such as the Harvard Implicit Association Test, which measures subconscious biases via a simple online test.73 Other activities could leverage case studies from free websites like the Stanford Graduate School of Business's “Leadership in Focus.”74 These programs could include a concerted effort to develop technical and leadership competencies in all Airmen.75

Conduct Surveys

The Air Force is on the right track with future survey topics, such as an upcoming one concerning women's reasons for leaving active duty.76 However, this effort could expand to include crowdsourcing techniques. That is, instead of obtaining a snapshot of quantitative data, the Air Force could opt for a living source in which members provide reasons that women officers leave as well as possible solutions.
Not all reasons would be actionable, but the information would widen the aperture for senior leadership to develop better retention policies.

Additional data snapshots would also prove useful, such as expanding the 2013 Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap’s performance measurement of “track[ing] the number/percentage of supervisory total force personnel who indicate . . . they are serving as a mentor” to include questions about who they are mentoring and why. The survey could include a hyperlink to mentoring resources. Another method for capturing the incorporation of diversity into the culture might entail using questions on diversity as it relates to mission effectiveness in unit climate-assessment surveys since current questions dealing with interrelationships tend to emphasize EO-related issues. The Air Force should also consider publicly tracking attrition rates of stressed career fields such as intelligence or cyber. At this time, the service publishes a thorough analysis of the attrition rates of pilots, navigators, and air battle managers only in its annual analysis of rated officer retention; it is difficult to understand why individuals are leaving if the numbers are not analyzed and published.

**Use Avatars**

The work started by the Squadron Officer College’s use of avatars could grow to introduce diversity in a way that reaches the younger generation. Imagine a simulation in which an officer role-plays a minority or a woman via an online avatar, encountering some of the implicit biases or challenges. This will not necessarily change attitudes immediately but could plant some seeds of empathy. Another option with this technology would involve developing scenarios in which players encounter realistic, complex problems that can be solved only by a diverse virtual team.
Conclusions and Areas for Future Research

This article has addressed the Air Force’s recognition of diversity as a critical mission element and has expanded upon why and how divergence exists between policy and reality when it comes to the retention of women officers. First, many Air Force people do not consider diversity as a factor when they create operational teams or solve complex problems, no matter the findings of surveys regarding how Airmen recognize the importance of diversity. Second, current personnel policies are not necessarily conducive to retention. The 2013 Air Force Diversity Strategic Roadmap recognizes this fact and has outlined actions to accommodate these values. Third, although the service has created groups to discuss diversity, programs that develop a diverse force are limited, especially in the education and mentoring fields. The Air Force should consider strategic-level tracks to close this gap in the retention of women officers—first, by pursuing policy changes at the Headquarters Air Force and congressional levels and second (and probably more time consuming and leadership intensive), by moving beyond rhetoric and a culture in which women-officer leaders are a normative part of achieving mission success.

Headquarters Air Force Global Diversity Division, charged with developing diversity policy and programs, is committed to resolving the aforementioned challenges. However, a small office of five permanent-party members is not enough to turn the tide of Air Force culture. Its personnel need assistance both from the service’s senior leadership and from the field to create excitement about diversity.

Developing effective programs needs the most research and work. The objective is to move the Air Force beyond the guidance, talking points, and static websites, all of which operate via a pull versus a push methodology. Furthermore, it is not clear how the numerous speeches by senior leaders to niche audiences like the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People or Congress are translated to action. These programs should not only focus on those in the field but also reiterate the lessons at every educational opportunity,
from accession programs to professional military education. Another area for further research, the introduction of leadership from the middle, would train a specific cadre of individuals on diversity to develop a peer cadre—much like the Air Force does now for resiliency. Finally, as Samuels and Samuels recommend, “a framework is needed to help leaders become more culturally aware of other organizational members’ experiences and needs . . . to highlight the manner in which the statuses of leaders might serve as blinders and even inhibitors to creating a diverse and inclusive workplace.”

Transforming culture is a difficult endeavor. Although the Air Force has taken great strides to initiate this change, it will require at least a generation of consistent involvement on the part of senior leadership as well as purposeful policies and programs to make diversity a true Air Force competency. The steps that the service takes in the next few years will make all the difference for the retention and development of diverse individuals. More important, however, is the goal of changing the attitude of the entire force to truly embrace diversity as a force multiplier in dealing with increasingly complex problems.
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